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Dear Subscriber
One of the key principles that underpins our work at Growth
Coaching International is captured in the phrase – ‘research
informed: practitioner focused’. We want what we do to be based in
the emerging evidence supporting coaching initiatives in schools and
we want to ensure that this research translates into practical,
immediately useful approaches that school leaders and teachers can
pick up and apply straight away.
This month we turn our attention to reflect upon a recent piece of
research which we believe has important implications for how
coaching initiatives are implemented in schools. In our feature article,
GCI consultant Dr Kris Needham summarises key findings from a
study to estimate the mean effect of coaching programs on teacher
practice and students’ academic achievement, conducted
by Matthew Kraft, David Blazar and Dylan Hogan, titled The Effect of
Teacher Coaching on Instruction and Achievement: a Meta-Analysis

of the Causal Evidence. This article and the paper on which it is
based makes for absorbing reading.
This issue also contains:


A practical case study podcast interview featuring Santa
Maria College in WA





News about upcoming events, including:
o

Perth WA CoachEd. Seminar

o

Darwin NT Coach Ed. Breakfast

o

Auckland NZ CoachEd. Symposium

What We Are Reading features links to the recently published
CollectivED 4th issue. This collection of articles around
coaching in education topics from Dr Rachel Lofthouse and
the team at Leeds Beckett University (UK) is a rich resource.



We are also pleased to support the Intensive Instructional
Coaching Institute, being held at Somerset College QLD in
early October. Details and registration below.

We trust you will find this another useful edition of the Coaching in
Education e-newsletter.

Best wishes,
John Campbell
GCI Executive Director
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Staff and students at Santa Maria College in
Western Australia are encouraged to focus on
growth.
In this interview, Anthony Phillips and Shani
Andrews share practical implementation tips
and discuss the significant benefits of the
Teacher Growth and Development Framework
(GROW) program, a program designed to
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What We Are Reading

CollectivEd Working Papers represents the
lived experiences of researchers and
practitioners working to support the

professional learning and practice
development of teachers and other education
staff at all stages of their career.
The 4th issue of CollectivEd includes a range
of useful papers from contributors including
Professor Rachel Lofthouse, Trista Hollweck
and Dr Deborah Netolicky from WA. This issue
also features a Thinking Out Loud interview
with GCI's John Campbell.
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